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Belt cleaning system

Secondary Cleaner - BRUNITEC®- Secondary
Cleaner is normally mounted under the drive pulley so
that the material cleaned off falls down the chute. The
cleaner can also be placed outside the chute. In that case,
a straight restrain idler is needed to keep the belt flat and
tensioned.

The blades work at an angle of approximately 90° to the
belt surface. There are no arms or the like where material
removed can accumulate and lower the efficiency of
cleaning.

Every cleaning element consists of a stainless steel
holder, a loose flexible polyurethane spring and a scraper
blade. The scraper blade, a thin, wear resistant tungsten
carbide blade copes easily with very tough materials.

The cleaning elements are bolted to a flange frame that
allows every element to be individually adjusted to the
shape of the belt.

It is also possible to adjust the flexibility to avoid the
risk for vibration against the belt.

Tensioners, mounting accessories
BRUNITEC®- Secondary Cleaners is supplied with a self-
adjusting pneumatic tensioner that keeps the cleaner in
constant contact with the belt irrespective of changes in
tension.

If compressed air is not available the screw tensioner is
used. The brackets for this are the same as for the
pneumatic tensioner. Mounting brackets that facilitate
installation are supplied together with the tensioners

Pre-cleaner - BRUNITEC®- Pre-Cleaner is mounted
direct on the drive pulley, under the point where the
material leaves the belt.

There are two types of blades, one for the majority of
abrasive materials and one that is very efficient with sticky
and damp materials. The blades are mounted in stainless
steel holders that slide onto the frame. There are no bolts
or surfaces where material can accumulate.

The pre-cleaner is supplied with a compact and simple
tensioner and mounting brackets for easy installation.

Clean belts - lower running cost
A clean belt is one of the basic conditions for safe and
smooth operation.

Brunitec Engineering has long experience of belt
cleaning and the system has been developed based on
many years close contact with our customers.
The system contains components that can either be used
separately or in combination. Pre- and secondary cleaners
can for example be combined for cleaning in two or more
steps.

We have put in a lot of effort in making the tensioners
easy to use and reducing the need for constant
adjustment.

Products from our belt cleaning system together with
our spillage handling system completely eliminate
problems with carry-back spillage.
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Belt cleaning system

Drum Scraper - BRUNITEC®- Drum Scraper is a
special cleaner for belts that are very hard to clean, or for
conveyors where the chute design does not allow installa-
tion of a secondary cleaner.

The drum scraper is installed in the same position as a
pre-cleaner. Due to its design the belts have to be in good
condition and be correctly spliced.

In return, the performance is excellent with, for
example, very abrasive materials.

The thin tungsten carbide blades is mounted on
stainless steel holders and bolted to the same type of
frame as for the secondary cleaner. The flexible rubber
elements take care of unevenness in the belt or material
built-up on the drive pulley.

The drum scraper is supplied with the same type of
tensioner and accessories as the pre-cleaner.

Pound Idler - BRUNITEC®- Pound Idler is the best
solution for cleaning cleated or patterned belts that cannot
be cleaned by scrapers.

The idler is installed instead of a return-support idler.
The pound segments raise and lower the belt at high
amplitude and frequency that results in a “pounding”
effect that cleans the belt very effectively.

The pound idler is sturdily designed to handle the
forces and SKF flange bearing units are used for the
shafts. The pounding segments slide onto an RHS profile
and are locked by screws for easy replacement.

The pound idler combined with the BRUNITEC®-
Spillage Conveyor for transport of carry-back spillage to
the transfer chute is the best solution for spillage problems
from cleated as well as standard belts.

Universal and effective systems -
BRUNITEC®- Belt Cleaning System can be used in all
situations where carry-back spillage is a problem. It
provides high efficiency, reduces the need for spare parts
and reduces the total cost. The system is suitable for all
common belt widths.


